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               GK SA-II Practice Paper – 2019-20 
Class: I 

Name: __________________________________ Sec: ___________ Roll No: __________ 
 

I. State whether the following statements are true or false. 
1. A ferris wheel is used to carry loads.       (          ) 

2. A set of two things is called a pair.       (          ) 

3. We decorate the house and wear traditional clothes on festivals.   (          ) 

4. Rabindranath Tagore was lovingly called Bapu.     (          ) 

5. An octopus has twenty arms.        (          ) 

6. A pilot cooks different dishes at a restaurant.       (          ) 

7. We should take a bath every day.        (          ) 

8. Alladdin’s nose grows short whenever he lies.      (          ) 

9. We should not run on the roads.        (          ) 

10. An auto has three wheels.         (          ) 

11. Fairy tales are stories only about animals and birds.     (          ) 

12. We should avoid exercise.                                                              (          ) 

II. Look at the pictures and fill in the missing letters. 

 

1. B ___ S      

 

7. GRAS ___ H ___ P ___ ER   

2. A ___ ___ O    

R ___ CK ___ ___ AW  

 

8. O ___ TO ___ US  

 

3. C ___ ___       

9. CH __I__T__AS 

    TR ___ ___  

 

4. B ___ ___ YC ___ E      

 

10. TO ___ G ___ E    

 

5. A __ B __ L ___ ___ CE   

 

11. P ___ L ___ CE   

6. SPIN ___ ING    

    W ___ E ___ L 

12. W ___ LL    

      C ___ ___ CK   

 

 



III.  Match the following. 

 

1. bread            (      )          a. 

 

2.  painter (      )           b. 

 

3. onion (      )               c.  

 

4. Tom (      )               d. 

 

5. fish (      )                e. 

 

6. gloves (      )            f. 

 

7. tailor (      )            g. 

 

8. trolley (      )               h. 

 

9. Ferris wheel (      )                 i.  

 

10.  cup (      )              j.    

 

      

IV. Tick the correct answer.          

1. Which is the national bird of India? 

a. peacock   b. sparrow  c. parrot  d. eagle 

2. Where do the Muslims pray? 

a. Church   b. Mosque  c. Temple  d. Golden Temple 

3. Who grows the crops? 

a. carpenter   b. pilot  c. farmer  d. doctor 



4. Which of these is an indoor game? 

a. basketball  b. volleyball  c. baseball  d. chess 

5. Which month comes before June? 

a. May   b. July  c. January  d. April 

6. Which part of your body is used to read books? 

a. legs   b. eyes  c. nose   d. ears 

7. Where is Charminar located? 

a. New Delhi  b. Hyderabad c. Mumbai  d. Assam 

8. Look at the picture and identify the road sign. 

a. right turn   b. parking 

c. no horn   d. left turn  

9. How many days are there in a week? 

a. eleven   b. seven  c. nine   d. five 

10. We use a bat to play__________. 

a. hockey   b. football  c. volleyball  d. cricket 

V.  Look at the picture and identify the following from the help box.  

 

 

 
  

 

    

    

    

   
 

    

cricket        Saina Nehwal        football        photographer         police officer       scientist 

doctor  teacher          Virat Kohli        Sania Mirza          stop      no parking

   



VI. Fill in the blanks with the correct answers from the help box. 

 

 

1. India is the ________ largest country in the world. 

2. There are______ hours in a day. 

3. Every human being has special _______. 

4. __________ festival marks the end of a 30 day long fast called Ramadan. 

5. A____________ is used to make thread of yarn. 

6. We have ____________bones in our body. 

7.  A __________ stitches the clothes. 

8. ___________ is the capital of Tamil Nadu. 

9. ___________festival is celebrated on 25th December every year. 

10. Always study in proper__________. 

11. Brush your teeth __________a day. 

12. ___________was the first Prime minister of India. 
 

VII. Find one word in each row that does not fit in each group and circle it. 

1. banana  tomato  grapes  apple             kiwi 

2. January        Wednesday     March  December           May 

3. bat        ball  racket   wicket  helmet 

4. boxing      tennis  wrestling  cricket  farming 

5. hair      nose  tongue  eyes    eyes 

6. painter     doctor  teacher  pilot   engine  

7. elephant     monkey  cat   tiger   lion 

8. Cinderella     treasure  Goldilocks  Jack    Snow-White 

 

twice      fingerprints           light         206    seventh        Chennai 

spinning wheel           Eid-ul-fitr     Christmas     Jawaharlal Nehru                 

24             tailor 


